Creating an end-to-end information flow to enhance last-mile logistics
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Abstract

The advancements in communication technology are providing the opportunity to integrate an end-to-end information flow into the traditional last-mile logistics process. The utilization of collected and analyzed information can create lock-in-effects for senders and recipients and thus enhance last-mile logistics.
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1. Introduction

Logistics providers are continuously challenged to improve their efficiency in deliveries. Especially on the last-mile, advancements inherit a huge cost-saving potential, because between 13% and 75% of all expenditures related to logistics arise on the last-mile [1]. With the broadening of e-Commerce activities, also the number of shipments increases constantly by around 4% per year [2], which is another task that logistics providers need to manage successfully in order to stay competitive.

Beside logistics, the area of mobile communication experienced significant developments from technological and societal perspectives [3]. Smartphones enable individuals to interact without limitation of time and location.

The integration of the advances in communication into the processes of logistics provider on the last-mile, offers various opportunities for applications on the last-mile. If a location- and time-independent information flow between all parties of the logistics process could be established successfully (end-to-end information flow), it is conceivable that enhancements in terms of efficiency and cost-improvements occur.

2. Create the end-to-end information flow for last-mile logistics

In communication technology, the transformation from location-oriented services to person-oriented services was already seen, by the progress from fixed-line telephone calls to mobile telephone calls. Individuals are not calling “a place” anymore but “a person”. This shift will also be a main opportunity for logistics providers in the next years. The establishment of an end-to-end information flow to enable a constant time- and location-independent interaction with the customer provides many opportunities in regard to the basic physical service. Examples would be the reaction on a scheduled shipment delivery in form of an individual re-routing or delay of the planned delivery.

2.1. Bits and atoms in logistics

Logistics was long a business, which relied heavily and solely on atoms. Since
the integration of information between the sender and the logistics provider started to emerge, the business is more and more focusing on bits. In this context bits on the one side represent information, which is gathered, exchanged and analyzed by the partners of the logistics process. Atoms on the other side describe physical services, or the ‘traditional way of conducting business’, for example the explicit delivery of a shipment to the customer. [4]

The main advantage of bits over atoms is that their number is not fixed in a business. Companies are able to create and utilize bits, introduce new information and connect this data basis with applications in the field to stimulate efficiency and enhance last-mile logistics.

2.2. Utilization of information

The integration of information between all participants of the logistics process is now at a stage, where the focus falls on the customer and the shipment itself. This is what we call, the third phase of utilization of information in logistics, which is represented by an end-to-end integration of an interactive information flow (see Figure 1).

By utilizing smartphones and mobile applications, customers and all other involved parties are enabled to participate in the information exchange. The created information flow raises the efficiency of the delivery process on the last-mile.

2.3. Information and business models

The generated and analyzed information can be utilized to optimize and personalize the delivery process with respect to the customer. Naturally, such personalized services, which are harmonized with the individuals’ preferences and needs, are advantageous for the customer and thus enhance the physical service.

Therefore lock-in-effects can arise which include financial switching costs [6] or search costs [7]. These effects result in a reinforcing feedback-loop [8], which is expressed by more usage interest if more individuals are using the information flow.

The arising end-to-end information flow creates a situation, where the logistics provider is not only able to generate personalized services for the recipients, but – due to the large information base – also for the senders. In the medium term, the created information flow can thus also lock-in the senders, because the competitors are not able to generate a similar information base, once the customer as recipients are locked-in.

Fig. 1 Utilization of information in logistics [5]
3. Processing information in last-mile logistics

Logistics provider, sender and recipient are the three involved parties within last-mile logistics. While each of these three has different needs for information and its exchange, all three share the same interest in increased efficiency regarding the exchange of shipping-related information. Recipients demand fast delivery and information regarding the current location of the shipment, whereas senders require interfaces to logistics providers for easy and flawless data integration. Logistics providers as carrier of the physical good are positioned between these two parties and therefore have an opportunity to create lock-in-effects in terms of shipping-related communication. One key trigger is the fulfillment of senders and recipients needs regarding information processing. With an increase of senders and recipients to use a service, it continuously gains benefits which leads to lock-in effects. By providing specific benefits for both parties regarding their needs a gain on applicable information emerges.

3.1. Integrating senders

Regardless if the intention of the sender is business orientated or for private purposes, an effort to prepare and send a shipping is made. Services to minimize this effort fulfill a need for efficiency and are therefore beneficial for senders. Logistics providers like UPS or Australian Post allow their customers to directly integrate their shipment services into commercial platforms as eBay. ‘Click and Send’ [9] by Australian Post supports the linking of eBay and Australian Post accounts to organize and label all shipments and finally dispatch them by Australian Post as logistics provider. By the integration of the recipient via eBay or additionally offered services by the logistics provider an end-to-end information flow is established.

3.2. Integrating recipients

Private e-commerce customers who occasionally receive shipments desire information regarding the delivery. Typical solutions are track and trace services that provide detailed updates on the shipments current location and expected delivery times. The application ‘Slice’ [10] extends the functionality of classic track and trace apps by an automatism to integrate any shipping notification, sent via email of various e-commerce providers (see Figure 2).

Fig. 2 Application “Slice” aggregates existing data [11]

Within their platform many beneficial features for end customers simplifies order tracking and shipping handling. Slice provides a helping feature set by allowing users to automatically process shopping-related emails to create a new set of information out of existing data. In this case no new information is created but already existing ones are represented in a
user-friendly way. The service provider thereby gathers new information, which can be utilized to offer new services to sender and recipient. Again, logistics providers are in a convenient position for such a realization due to their database that already contains data related to the transportation. By connecting both existing datasets, new tracking information without any necessity for manual linking by the user can be provided.

3.3. Interaction between senders and recipients

E-commerce platforms usually inform buyers on actions regarding their purchase. Depending on the platform this information usually ends with the handover to the logistics provider as the provider performs all following actions. To overcome this interruption of information exchange last-mile logistics providers start their own platform where information from sender is integrated and recipients find one single contact point for all delivery relevant interactions. The mobile App “FedEx Mobile” [12] allows senders to directly send information to saved contacts. FedEx therefore fosters access by senders and recipients, which facilitates end-to-end interaction.

4. Conclusion

By providing beneficial services for senders as well as recipients new potentials for flawless end-to-end information flow arise. Last-mile logistics providers operate right between these two parties which allow them to use their established physical connection function for the application of new information based services. To generate lock-in-effects in form of a reinforcing feedback-loops the participation of senders and recipients is essential. The presented use cases showed ways to integrate both parties to enable an end-to-end flow of information, which therefore supports lock-in-effects.
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